
LEAGUE
Future Forward



Change  
Meets Choice
Shifts in technology, the economy, and 
how people interact and collaborate are 
constantly transforming your 
workplace. Furniture solutions must 
provide flexibility and choice like never 
before, with the ability to accommodate 
“right now” as efficiently as “what if.” 
With League, plan your workspace for 
what you need today, with the 
confidence you can change and evolve 
it to meet what tomorrow will bring. All 
while addressing individual work styles 
for how people like to work.



Make  
a Statement



Your Productive 
Workplace
Just as business takes different forms, so can League.  
Its ability to scale up or down to provide exactly what you 
need to meet the requirements of the individual, the team, 
and the organization is just one of the ways League is 
helping shape the productive workplace



Private Private yet agileyet agile



League  
extraordinaire
You don’t know exactly what the future will bring. But what is 
certain is your workplace must keep up with the pace of business.  
Legaue can easily and efficiently adapt with versatile components 
that take advantage of its built-in flexibility, without you having to 
invest in a totally new product. League is the solution for today 
that comes standard with a plan for tomorrow. 





Make it personal 

Leg Up

League makes it easy to create the environment you need 
to work productively and comfortably, with a variety of 
uniquely designed components. Choose from variety of 
legs, storages, screens and desktop accessories for how 
you like to work.

Leg with open side

Leg with open side

Leg in single color

Slant leg Slant leg with modesty Open leg Closed leg Closed leg  with modesty 

Leg with accent band

Leg with modesty

Leg in with accent band Multiple color variations 

Leg with modesty

Leg with J shelf

Diamond Slant  40x40

Slant Facade 40x20



Screens Visually and Functionally Dynamic

Round top edge and side aluminum edge trim (18mm)

Smart rail with magnetic strip +  
pinup band + hang-on edge  

(305mm, 455mm and 600mm height)

1. Addon smart rail with inbuilt features (pinup, magnetic and hang-on edge )
2. Mobile holder with name plate  
3. Pen holder 
4. Pinup band
5. Magnetic strip

Planter shelf divider as return screen

Aluminum top trim with add on features  
(305mm, 455mm and 600mm height)

1 2 3 4 5

1. Aluminum trim with inbuilt features  
    (pinup & accessory groove) 

2. Pinup strip

3. Whiteboard magnetic pad

4. Magnetic hang-on

5. Mobile holder

6. Name Plate with pencil tray 

7. Mobile holder with name plate 

8. Pen holder

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



Integrated Storage

Open access shelf Quick access personal storage

Power Play

Work surface power Discreet surface support to power through  
aluminium access flap

Easy access bag hook

Design, then Decorate
Numerous choices within a broad materials palette 
featuring fabric, laminate, and powder coat allow you to 
make a statement about your brand, culture, or workstyle. 

Fabric

Powdercoat

Laminate



Legs

Open end leg  
40x40x1.2 mm

Close end leg  
40x40x1.2 mm

Slant end leg
40x40x1.2 mm

Open end leg with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm 

Close end leg with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm

Slant end leg with modesty  
40x40x1.2 mm

Slant facade 
40x20x1.2 mm

Slant facade with modesty 
40x20x1.2 mm

Slant facade with J shelf
40x20x1.2 mm

Diamond leg 
40x40x1.2 mm

Diamond leg with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm

Diamond leg with accent band
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb slant facade 
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb slant facade 
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb slant facade 
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb diamond leg
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb diamond leg 
with modesty
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb diamond leg 
with accent band
40x20x1.2 mm

Sb open end leg 
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb close end leg 
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb slant end leg 
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb end end leg 
with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb closed end leg 
with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm

Sb slant end leg 
with modesty
40x40x1.2 mm

Round edge frameless screen 
with accessory rail

Round edge 
frameless screen

Round edge embedded 
frame extrusion screen

Wooden a/f Metal  a/f Y-bracketSmart bracket

Planter main & return Main modesty Surface plate Pen holder Mobile holder Mobile holder 
with name plate

Name plate Bag hook Hang on magnetic surface Pencil tray Paper trayPencil tray with name plate

Configurations

Screens Flap & bracket

Accessories 

Linear (single) workstation Linear (back to back) workstation L shape workstation 120D workstation

Framed screen Framed split screen Frameless screen Glass screen Fabric divider Fabric return screenGlass / acrylic / frosted glass divider

Db open int leg
40x40x1.2

Db close int leg
40x40x1.2

Sb open int leg 
40x40x1.2

 Sb close int leg
40x40x1.2

Statement of Line
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